My Name is Adam Gibson. I have been an owner for nearly 4
years. I was born and raised in the Napa Valley. I’m currently a
facilities maintenance supervisor for 4 wineries in the Napa Valley.
I have owned multiple businesses including an equipment repair
company. I am a certificated A&P mechanic, and I was a general
contractor in the Napa area for over 10 years.
I am interested in becoming a director on the board at R Ranch
because I think it is time for a change in how our Board operates. I
care about the Ranch and my intention is to bring value and a
voice back to the owners and bring to the owners the
transparency that they desire. It’s time for the owners to be
included in the conversations and decision making. The current
board has no problem making major decisions with as little owner
input as possible. There has been a lot going on by the board behind the scenes and this needs
to stop. I believe the board is here to represent the owners. To represent owners, the BOD
needs to actually talk to the owners to get their opinion, and not just follow their own agenda.
Here are some of the top priorities that and what I would like to accomplish:
•

•

•

•

Create a plan for repairing the infrastructure.
I would poll the owners and find out what they think the top priorities are. I understand
this is a complicated issue and hard decisions may need to be made. We also need to
bring back the perceived value of the ranch to new interested families. That is what I
currently due at my job. Imagine you are driving up to the ranch for the first time,
would you see value and feel comfortable investing in the future of this ranch? I drove
around in my golf cart recently, and I think there are small inexpensive improvements
that could be made that would up the “curb appeal” of the ranch and that would help
bring more new families.
Currently there are only approximately 45% of the 1800 shares, that are active and
paying owners. The delinquent members are a huge burden on the rest of the paying
members. This has been an ongoing issue for years – why has this board and boards past
ignored marketing the ranch? We must focus on this issue to help relieve pressure from
those who can no longer afford to be a member of the ranch.
Members give away their shares for free – and many pay the transfer fees, just so they
can unload the burden. Many members who are fearful that the Ranch will again raise
assessment in 2023 – are giving them away now – The $900 transfer fee is a detriment
to moving these shares into new hands. I understand when this fee was raised, the
board thought it would work, but it’s done the opposite. This fee is too high –
professional service companies charge $300.00 – we should look at brining this fee back
down to a reasonable level and balancing out our budgets, therefore giving our
members an easier way to get rid of their share.
Our reputation with the business community of Napa is poor. We take too many
members to small claims court, the legal community thinks we are so bad, that they
wouldn’t even recommend the ranch to anyone.

•
•

•

•

We are not a recession proof business. Times get hard and luxury items take a back seat
to family’s other expenses. We should be looking at ways to help our over 500 members
who are delinquent to ease this burden.
Budgets need to be completed and presented in much more detail to the membership.
Budget workshops should be held beginning in June of every year, so that the budget is
ready to be approved by the fourth quarter board meeting. We must not rely on the
current Treasurer’s schedule to complete a budget in September and push it through
the board, the way it happened in 2021.
Budget cuts may need to be considered. We must look at putting more of our funds into
the infrastructure of the Ranch, and possibly less in other areas. This is primarily why
budgets should be done earlier, so that if cuts need to be made, our ranch has time to
prepare.
Increase Transparency. This word has been used more in this last year than any other
time in my four years as an owner. Last Election, I felt our board was going in the right
direction with the new board members. Those two are no longer on the board, with no
explanation. This Board is even less transparent than before if that’s even possible to
comprehend. The BOD should engage the owners more and ask questions, without
being defensive and argumentative in the language. We want less talking and more
listening!!

In order to improve this Ranch it will take more than the BOD, management, and employees, it
will take the owners getting involved and donating their time and expertise. We are very lucky
to have such a diverse group of people who all have one thing in common, we care about this
ranch. I believe if we involve YOU, the owners, and stop censoring the information you need to
hear, then you will be more inclined to help and offer your expertise in the areas that are
needed. If you are not happy with the current direction of the Ranch and Board then vote for
me.
Sincerely
Adam Gibson
Owner #451

CANDIDATE STATEMENT
I have been an owner at the R Ranch at Lake Berryessa for
approximately 12 years. My family became owners after a Google
search for a place to teach our son how to learn to ride horseback. I
grew up in Vacaville and, like most, never had heard of the R Ranch.
My wife and I have volunteered on many “cabin painting” workdays
that encouraged us and a few other owners to create dog-friendly
cabins and the committee behind them. We also have been a huge part
of the Equine Committee over the years. I’ve held the seat of
Committee President for most of my years involved. The Equine
Committee and the private horse owners have made many
improvements to the stables over the years. One notable example is the
overhead structures you see in all the paddocks, including those in the
R Ranch string paddocks. The most recent project was the
construction of the roof over the wash area for the use of all R Ranch
horses.
It is an owner’s ranch, and it takes us, owners, to work together to improve our R Ranch. It is
unfortunate that our current Board of Directors and our previous board have taken the R Ranch in a
different direction that I, and many owners, are not happy with.
Our Board of Directors has left many owners out of this process by not surveying the ownership
on many decisions that affect our bottom line. They also have removed newly elected board member,
Leonard Caldera, as well as deliberate manipulation that caused Lisa Massaro to resign.
The most recent board decision was to push the rebuild of the snack bar. Some of us owners are
tired of the board going rogue on these most important decisions and have created a recall committee
that has had wonderful results. We were able to send out a survey to the owners in order to conduct a
vote on the snack bar options. This vote received the greatest turnout in years, our voices have been
heard!
I have chosen to run for a position on the Board of Directors in order to continue this process of
including our ownership in all decisions moving forward.
If you want transparency and your voice heard please vote for me.
Note: I approve this statement.
Sincerely,
Larry Jenkins
Owner #666

My work history:
I was the Manufacturing, Office, and Customer Service Manager for 21 years in Silicon Valley, my wife
and I had a sales rep company for 10 years, and I currently work part-time at CarMax.

Anthony Moscarelli
My Candidate ' s Statement for 2022 BOD
Election

About six years ago, I wanted to take my Granddaughter to a healthy place for kids to grow up. I thought to myself,
about my lifetime’s greatest happiest experience growing up during my childhood, and could not think anything
better than the Ranch. I was here at the Ranch in 1956 in my childhood and through my teenage years. I worked
there for the two summers of 1966 and 1967.

I worked for Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory in the Engineering Department for 25 years before I retired. I
applied for a Federal Grant in 2008 and was granted it to study aging Natural Gas and Oil pipelines in our local
pipeline corridor. It was the first independent study of its kind in the nation.
When I got involved at the Ranch immediately after buying in, I found the Ranch's aging infrastructure in utter
disrepair along with the Snack Bar destroyed. I vowed to help with the change by getting involved first with the
Campground Committee. While in this Committee, we had to work through the small vocal minority’s negativity
toward change. Some members of this minority chased away interested new owners. Their interrupting style during
our meetings seemed to challenge every new idea brought forth. I have found this quite distasteful because it takes a
cooperating team to get jobs done. Also, the majority of owners do not want anything to do with the politics of the
Ranch because they are here to enjoy what the Ranch has to offer.
I ran for the Board of Directors in 2020 and was immediately attacked on Social Media by the vocal minority
group who knew nothing about me, but tried to make up things as the election progressed. This same group has
found fault with almost every Board and Management. In my opinion, they are some of the ones who share the
blame for holding up progress in repairing the infrastructure of the Ranch in the past. The owners that had met me
and got to know me, voted me onto the Board of Directors.
I immediately went to work with the BOD. They graciously helped me become part of the team. I want to keep
the process and progress going. Even through all the fires and the COVID Virus, I believe there is a light at the end
of the tunnel at the Ranch! We need to counter the naysayers that the sky is always falling! I want to keep working
on improving the Ranch! The Ranch needs a continuing Team effort from the BOD! Please, vote for me!
Anthony Moscarelli #930
I declare that I am solely responsible for the content of this statement

My name is Nancy Pon and I have been an owner for almost 16 years, but my family has been part of the
ranch since the beginning of this beautiful place. One of the reasons why we bought in was the
affordability, getting away and not breaking the bank. Everything is so expensive now and being able to
own a place in Napa was unheard of. The ranch has been one of the most cost-effective things we did
for our family. Where else can you swim in creeks, have the largest pool in Napa, fall in love with our
amazing horses, go hiking and be able to see wildlife up close? I am currently a Paraprofessional Special
Education Educator for South San Francisco School District; I have been there for 12 years. My life
before my kids was retail sales and management. I have a lot of patience’s, dealing with all sorts of
people, one must be.
As I have watched the past several years, there have been questions as to why things are happening.
We found out last year the ranch was fined by the California Fish and Game for violations of over
$200,000. Why didn’t the sitting board tell the ownership? Why hide it? Why are the assessments
continuing to go up? Why are they pushing this $1.5 million dollar snack bar? Why didn’t they ask the
architect company who drew FREE plans for the ranch to collaborate with them to change them to fit
the ranch? But went to another company and paid $94K and then went out and got a permit without
having the funds to pay for this. Our insurance money is gone. This current board has lived outside of
our means. Spending money we do not have. We need to have our books inspected. We need to be
financially responsible; we cannot keep raising assessments because we are not paying attention to the
cost of things or the ownership. The money that is being haphazardly spent belongs to the owners and
we must stop and reevaluate what we are spending our money on.
This current board would like you to believe that if we do not rebuild the snack bar, we would need to
sell the ranch. This is not so, it is not that we don’t want to rebuild, we don’t want to put the ranch in
financial debt. We cannot depend on the future, as it is now, we are going into a recession and it's not
the time to build. Why couldn't we explore the options of updating the lodge kitchen for both a
commercial kitchen and one the ownership could use? You have been told no, but who was asking the
questions? We need people who know the building business and who can talk to the right people.
We want to rebuild the snack bar, but with something that will not break the ranch. Thankfully, the
owners voted no on the recent ballot, let us go back and work together as a team for all of us.
We recently had a meeting that the owners requested on May 22nd and on that zoom call we had a
total of seventy-nine owners, board members and employees and it was one of the best meetings I have
attended. I hope we can do more of this type of meetings where the ownership gets to speak up and to

be heard. I want the ownership to have a voice, I want them to be part of decision making on the ranch.
If we need to fix something, we need to know the cost of the project beforehand, not afterwards and we
should not be threatened with unrealistic costs that will saddle the ranch and us owners with further
debt. If you believe the board needs a new voice, one that will represent the people, please vote for me.
You may reach me at pon8@comcast.net if you have any questions or concerns.
Sincerely,
Nancy Pon
Owner 1010

2022 Candidate Statement
Ed Russell
Owner #1691
Priorities: • Infrastructure Maintenance and Repairs • Reserve Focus and Funding • Replacement of Lost
Assets • Stability and continuity of proper Property Management • CC&Rs, Bylaws, State and County law
and Corporate Code compliance • Fiduciary responsibility above personal opinions or agenda • Budgets
based on real time numbers, historical fact data, combined with realistic attainable expense and
revenue projections •
In the time that I have been Treasurer of the Board one of my primary efforts has been to move the
annual maintenance of the property into a larger focus, to catch up with deferred maintenance and to
comply with the demands of the CC&Rs. I secured $118,737.00 for the Ranch Association; the maximum
amount of PPP money allowed by our CC&Rs. I am instrumental in establishing the Reserve Committee
to bring focus to the Ranch’s current functional circumstances as well as focus on building the plan for
the ranch’s future financial needs. The assessment budgets since I have been Treasurer have
contributed $501K to the Ranch’s Reserve funds.
Reserve budgeted Reserve collected Maint budget Res/surp on maint Property Impr total
w/Ed 5 yrs $488,600.00

$501,515.00

$680,240.71

$190,187.59

$1,040,652.57

Prev 5 yrs

$131,653.00

$472,000.00

$106,201.87

$865,365.25

$90,000.00

(Financial information taken directly from R Ranch published P&Ls)

Above is a breakdown of the actual budgets and spending for the 5 years I have been Treasurer (while
also fielding the effects of 3 fires, County bureaucracy, a government shutdown, Covid restrictions, 1
year of severe cuts to all revenues and 1 year of extreme cuts to spending). The bottom figures are the 5
years before I became a board member.
In addition to the above figures, the Collections of past due assessments (more than $3 million in
accounts receivable in 2015) done by the Management team that I worked to bring back to the ranch
is $1,304,624.10 in the 7 years they have been involved in collections for R Ranch.

Hello, my name is Ed Russell. I have been and owner of R Ranch for 15 years. I have been serving as your
Treasurer for the Board of Directors for the last 5 years.
A little history about me. I am a California Native and was born in Livermore and raised there and in
Fresno. I currently reside in Walnut Creek with my family. I have been an owner of personal services
businesses for 39 years. One of my businesses, which I sold after 13 years, employed 48 service
providers and 8 support staff, and had an average of 300 clients a day walking through the door.
I sold that business to be able to concentrate on and be more able to be an active parent to my 2 sons.
The purchase of our share of R Ranch was when my oldest was only 5 months old. When I first saw this
place, it was like a dream come true. A way that I could afford to give to my family the one thing that I
cherished most from my own childhood. I grew up living out in the country. We had horses and a barn to
play in, open land to run, and a creek to dam for swimming. Finding R Ranch was a dream I didn’t know I
had.
After 10 years of taking full advantage of R Ranch as often as my family could, the ranch was faced with
a Disaster. We had a fire and had lost our management and several staff members, and two of our
Board of Directors. All at the same time. I didn’t know how I could help at the time, but I knew I wanted
to try. I love this Ranch and I wanted to help if I could. I gave the remaining Board members a personal
business experience statement and I was appointed to the Board. That very same day I found out just
exactly how my past business experience had uniquely prepared me to be able to help R Ranch.
There was a mountain of work to be done. I was named Treasurer of the Board, but in reality, every
board member was diving in to do anything and everything we could do to help the ranch recover and
move forward. I performed HR duties and interviewed staff, audited payroll and spending details of
previous management and I attended countless planning meetings with Napa County and helped find
vital historical information for R Ranch recovery efforts.
There have been successes for the Ranch since then. The Board was able to secure management that
knew the R Ranch business well and were able to hit the ground running immediately at a time we had
so many things to work on. A management team that had good personal working relationships with
County and State officials and our insurance companies and financial professionals while we were in
recovery was exactly what the ranch needed to get back up to speed quickly and bring back a sense of
stability and focused function.

Another big success is the “Status Determination” that we have for the Ranch from Napa County. That is
what established that the Ranch has the legal right to replace our lost cabins with Park Model “Tiny
Homes”. For many years we have been trying to get more A Cabins. This is finally the way we can, and
we can replace every cabin lost with an “A” cabin (Park Model).

Serving on the Board of Directors for the last 5 years has given me an extensive perspective of all of R
Ranch many events and efforts. In reality, through 3 fires, the government shutdown, and Covid
restrictions, much of the work was slow and frustrating to achieve. Working with the Association’s
attorneys and other professionals, dealing with insurance companies, Napa County, the State of
California, and other agencies, has been slower than any of us wanted or could fathom. Having to tell
owners so often that we did not yet have the answers or were waiting ourselves for findings has been a
very humbling experience.
I would like to continue to serve as a Board Member for R Ranch. I believe my time on the board and the
knowledge and experiences I have as a R Ranch Board member provides a perspective and focus on
details that are important to the success and path forward for R Ranch. My agenda is to be honest and
forthright with support for all Owner/Members, equally and without bias. I will always honor and
comply with our CC&Rs, Bylaws, and Owners Code of Conduct and follow the advice of the Association’s
Legal Professionals in support of the Association of Owners. I believe in a focus of support for all of our R
Ranch staff, and in creating paths for employment and career success at R Ranch at The Lake.

Ed Russell

